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ABSTRACT

Transonic flows through axial, multi-stage, transcriticalORC turbines, are investigated by using a numerical

solver including advanced multiparameter equations of state and a high-order discretization scheme. The working

fluids in use are the refrigerants R134a and R245fa, classified as dense gases due to their complex molecules and

relatively high molecular weight. Both inviscid and viscous numerical simulations are carried out to quantify the

impact of dense gas effects and viscous effects on turbine performance. Both supercritical and subcritical inlet

conditions are studied for the considered working fluids. Inthe former case, flow across the turbine is transcritical,

since turbine output pressure is subcritical. Numerical results show that, due to dense gas effects characterizing

the flow at supercritical inlet conditions, supercritical ORC turbines enable, for a given pressure ratio, a higher

isentropic efficiency than subcritical turbines using the same working fluid. Moreover, for the selected operating

conditions, R134a provides a better performance than R245fa.

Nomenclature

a Speed of sound

Cf Friction coefficient

cp Specific heat capacity at constant pressure

cv Specific heat capacity at constat volume

e Internal energy

E Total internal energy

f Flux
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H Total enthalpy

¯̄I Unit tensor

p Pressure

Pr Prandtl number

q Actual order of convergence

q Heat flux vector

R Universal gas constant

r Grid refinement ratio

s Entropy

T Temperature

v Specific volume

v Flow velocity vector

V Control Volume

∂V Boundary of the control volume

w Conservative variables vector

Z Compressibility factor

γ Specific heat ratio

Γ Fundamental Derivative of Gas Dynamics

δ Reduced density

η Isentropic efficiency

κ Thermal Conductivity

µ Dinamic Viscosity

ρ Density

σ Dipole moment

σr Dimensionless dipole moment

τ Inverse reduced temperature

¯̄τ Viscous stress tensor

Φ Helmholtz free energy

ω Acentric factor

Ω̄ Angular velocity

Subscript

∞ ideal-gas state

c critical value
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1 Introduction

Organic Rankine Cycles (ORCs) have been largely studied fortheir relatively high efficiency [1] for low-temperature

energy conversion cycles. For instance, the ORC technologyhas been applied in geothermal [2] and biomass [3] fired power

plants, bottoming cycles for combined cycle power plants [4], solar reverse osmosis desalination plants, and others, allowing

efficiency improvements, reduction of the cycle size and production in modular units. Recently, many studies have demon-

strated that supercritical ORCs (SRCs), i.e., ORCs in whichheat is supplied at a pressure greater than the liquid/vaporcritical

point pressure, have an even better potential, since they enable a higher recovery efficiency for a simplified cycle architec-

ture [5]. In contrast to a conventional ORC, the working fluidof a SRC is heated directly from liquid state into supercritical

state, bypassing the two-phase region, which allows it to have a better thermal match with the heat source, resulting in less

exergy destruction. The choice of working fluids is of key importance for the performance of SRCs. Carbon dioxide has

been studied as the working fluid of SRCs by a number of investigators [5–7]. However, the CO2-based SRC operates under

pressures as high as 16 MPa, while condensing the carbon dioxide is also a challenge due to its low condensation temper-

ature. Beside carbon dioxide, fluids such as hydrocarbons and refrigerants R134a, R227ea, R236fa and R245fa have also

been studied as the working fluids in SRCs, and the results showed that the thermal efficiency could improve by about 10%,

compared to the same working fluids used in subcritical ORCs.[5]

Most studies about SRCs deal with global thermodynamic efficiency considerations. However, cycle efficiency strongly

depends on cycle components. Specifically, the isentropic efficiency of the turbine has a strong impact on the overall cycle

efficiency. In SRCs, the turbine typically works at transcritical conditions, since the pressure is supercritical at turbine inlet

and subcritical at the outlet. A significant exception is represented by supercritical CO2 cycles, where the whole expansion

happens at supercritical conditions.

In this work we carry out a numerical investigation of flows through transcritical axial multi-stage ORC turbines, usinga

numerical code with a high-order discretization scheme. Subcritical turbines are also considered, and the impact of choosing

supercritical or subcritical inlet conditions in terms of isentropic efficiency is investigated. Two working fluids arestudied,

namely, the refrigerants R134a and R245fa. These two fluids have been widely used in ORC plants [2,8] due to their excellent

thermal and chemical stability and low flammability. Furthermore, their critical temperatures and pressures, much lower than

those of water, make them particularly suitable for low-temperature applications. Both organic fluids are characterized by

complex molecules and moderate molecular weights, and can be classified as dense gases according to [9]. Furthermore,

a turbine using carbon dioxide (CO2) as the working fluid is also considered for comparison. Thermodynamic properties

of the fluids under investigation are listed in Tab. 1. At thermodynamic conditions typical of a SRC turbine, the ideal-gas

approximation is no longer valid and real-gas effects become significant. For this reason, advanced multiparameter equations

of state are required to model the thermodynamic behavior ofthe working fluids accurately.

Several recent studies have addressed real-gas flow over airfoils or turbine cascades. Simulations of viscous turbulent

real gas flows through a nozzle of a radial ORC turbine were performed in [10]. A study of the influence of thermodynamic

models on turbine simulation results by means of 2D inviscidsimulations through an ORC turbine nozzle blade has been

presented in [11]. Also, a numerical investigation of dense-gas effects in turbine cascades by means of several equations of
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state was presented in [12]. More recently, numerical results have been presented for a radial ORC turbine stage [13].

The dynamics of dense gases may differ significantly from that of perfect gases. The qualitative behavior of compressible

flows depends on the value of a thermodynamic parameter, the so-called fundamental derivative of Gas DynamicsΓ [14]:

Γ =
v3

2a

(

∂2p
∂2v

)

s
= 1+

ρ
a

(

∂a
∂ρ

)

s
(1)

whereρ ands are the fluid density and entropy, anda= [−v2(∂p/∂v)s]
1
2 is the speed of sound.Γ represents a measure of

the rate of change for the local propagation speed of weak disturbances of pressure. The value ofΓ for perfect gases, i.e.

gases satisfying the ideal gas law and the condition of constant specific heats, isΓ = (γ+1)/2. Since for thermodynamic

stability reasons, the value of the specific heat ratioγ is always greater than unity,Γ > 1. This also holds for most fluids

characterized by light weights and simple molecules. For more complex fluids,Γ may become lower than unity. In this

case, flows undergoing isentropic perturbations exhibit a different sound-speed behavior, according to whetherΓ is higher

or lower than unity: whenΓ > 1, the speed of sound drops in isentropic expansions and grows in isentropic compressions,

like in ”common” gases; an opposite behavior is obtained when Γ < 1. Thermodynamic regions withΓ lower than unity

are observed for molecularly complex fluids at temperaturesand pressures close to saturation conditions. Both the organic

working fluids considered in this study may exhibit dense gaseffects in the thermodynamic region of interest for SRC turbine

expanders.

Another important difference between light and dense gasesresides in the viscous effects, since the viscosity of dense

gases has a complex behavior, intermediate between that of liquids, which tends to decrease with increasing temperature,

and that of gases, with an opposite variation. Furthermore,the dynamic viscosityµ and the thermal conductivityκ cannot

be considered independent from temperature and pressure inthe real gas regions. In a similarly way, the approximation of

constant Prandtl numberPr does not hold any more: its behavior tends to be controlled byvariations of the specific heatcp,

the thermal conductivity showing variations with temperature and pressure similar to viscosity. In the supercriticalregime,

wherecp becomes large, strong variations ofPr can be observed, in contrast with the perfect gas case. The viscous behavior

of dense gas flows has been discussed in [15].

The paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly recall the governing equations and thermodynamic models in use.

Then we describe the ORC turbines under investigation and comment on the numerical setup. Finally, several inviscid and

viscous simulations of transcritical and subcritical flowsthrough the turbines are carried out : the impact of the working fluid

on turbine performance is investigated, with focus on the entropy losses associated to shock wave formation and viscous

effects. Conclusions are drawn about the suitability of thedifferent working fluids for the present target application.
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2 Governing Equations and Flow solver

Dense gas flows are governed by the equilibrium equations fornon-reacting flows. In this study we consider the

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations, written in integral form for a control volumeV with boundary∂V :

∫
V

wdV +

∮
∂V

(fe
− fv) ·ndS= S (2)

with

w =













ρ

ρv

ρE













, fe =













ρv

ρvv+ p¯̄I

ρvH













, fv =













0

¯̄τ+ ¯̄τR

(¯̄τ+ ¯̄τR) ·v−q−qR













, S=













0

−ρΩ̄× v

0













(3)

wherew is the conservative variable vector,n the outer normal to∂V , fe andfv respectively the inviscid and viscous part

of the flux density, andS a source term accounting for apparent forces; in the above,v is the velocity vector,E the specific

total energy,H = E+ p/ρ the specific total enthalpy,p the pressure,̄̄I the unit tensor,̄̄τ = 2µ
(

∇v+∇vT
)

−
2
3µ(∇ · v) ¯̄I the

viscous stress tensor,¯̄τR is the Reynolds stress tensor, used to model the effect of turbulent fluctuation on the average field,Ω̄

the angular velocity,q =−κ∇T is the heat flux vector, withT the absolute temperature, andqR the turbulent heat flux. The

preceding equations are completed by a thermal and a caloricequation of state (EOS), which allow computing respectively

the pressure and the internal energy from density and temperature:

p= p(ρ(w),T(w)) (4)

e= e(ρ(w),T(w)) (5)

and by thermodynamic models relating the dynamic viscosityµ and the thermal conductivityκ to the temperature and

pressure values of the gas,µ= µ(T, p), κ = κ(T, p). The caloric equation of state must satisfy the compatibility relation:

e= e(ρ(w),T(w)) = er +
∫ T

Tr

cv,∞(T
′)dT′

−

∫ ρ

ρr

[

T

(

∂p
∂T ρ

− p

)]

dρ′

ρ′2 (6)
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wherecv,∞ is the ideal-gas specific heat at constant volume, the prime-subscripted quantities are auxiliary integration vari-

ables, and the subscriptr indicates a reference state. The caloric equation of state is fully determined by specifying a variation

law for cv,∞ in terms of the temperature.

Reynolds stress are modelled by an eddy viscosity model, as discussed in 2.3, whereas the turbulent heat flux is approx-

imated by using a turbulent Fourier law.

For inviscid flow simulations, we solve the Euler equations,obtained from Eq. 2 by setting the viscous fluxfv to zero.

2.1 Equations of state (EOS)

The gas response is modelled through multiparameter EOS based on the Helmholtz free energyΦ, which represent the

most accurate available models for the fluids of interest in thermodynamic regions close to the critical point and the saturation

curves. These EOS are written in the form proposed by Setzmann and Wagner [16]:Φ(δ,τ) = Φ0(δ,τ)+Φr(δ,τ). They use

a reduced form (variables normalized with respect to critical-point properties) and are composed by an ideal-gas part,Φ0,

function of the ideal-gas isobaric heat capacity:

Φ0(δ,τ) = lnδ+a1 lnτ+
M1

∑
m=1

amτ jm +
M2

∑
m=M1+1

am ln[1−exp(−umτ)] (7)

and by a residual term,Φr , that takes into account real-gas corrections:

Φr(δ,τ) =
M3

∑
m=M2+1

amδimτ jm +
M4

∑
m=M3+1

amδimτ jm exp(−δkm)+
M5

∑
m=M4+1

amδimτ jm exp[−αm(δ− εm)
2
−βm(τ− γm)

2] (8)

whereδ = ρ/ρc is the reduced density andτ = Tc/T is the inverse reduced temperature. The last sum on the right-hand

side of (8) accounts for critical point correction terms. The number of polynomial and exponential terms and the values of

coefficients and exponents is chosen in order to obtain the bet possible fit to experimental data by means of an optimization

algorithm described in [16]. A in-house flow solver has been equipped with reference EOS available for R134a [17] and

CO2 [18].

For R245fa no reference EOS is available, thus we adopt the short technical multiparameter EOS proposed by Span and

Wagner [19]. This kind of EOS, also expressed in the Helmholtz explicit functional form, conserves the same formulation
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for the ideal part, whereas the residual part is written in the more compact form:

Φr(δ,τ) = n1δτ0.25+n2δτ1.25+n3δτ1.5+ (9)

+n4δ3τ0.25+n5δ7τ0.875+n6δτ2.375exp(−δ)+

+n7δ2τ2.0exp(−δ)+n8δ5τ2.125exp(−δ)+

+n9δτ3.5 exp(−δ2)+n10δτ6.5exp(−δ2)+

+n11δ4τ4.75exp(−δ2)+n12δ2τ12.5exp(−δ3)

wheren1,...,n12 are substance-specific coefficients. These have been fitted for classes of polar fluids and nonpolar fluids

simultaneously. The bell-shaped terms that take into account corrections in the critical region are not present, sincethey

depend on the specific fluid. As a result, this EOS is less accurate then a reference EOS. Nonetheless, compared to other

multi-parameter EOS, the Span-Wagner EOS has by far superior accuracy and numerical stability [20]. Both kinds of

EOS described above require an ancillary equation for the calculation of caloric properties. The ideal gas contribution to

the specific heat at constant pressure depends on the reducedtemperature and it is approximated with Einstein-like form

functions for R245fa and carbon dioxide, specifically:

cp,∞(τ)
R

= 1+ c1+
5

∑
i=1

vk(ukτ)2 exp(ukτ)
[exp(ukτ)−1]2

(10)

whereas for R134a a polynomial function is used to fit the experimental data:

cp,∞(τ)
R

= c1+ c2τ−1/2+ c3τ−3/4 (11)

The coefficientc1, c2, c3, vk anduk are fluid dependent and are provided in [17–19].

2.2 Viscosity and thermal conductivity models

The dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity models usedare those described in [21, 22]. The dynamic viscosity

law, expressed inµPa, reads:

µ= 40.875
FcM

1/2
w T1/2

V2/3
c Ωv

(12)
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whereMw is the molecular weight (in g/mol) andVc the critical volume in cm3/mol. Fc is a coefficient given byFc =

1−0.2756ω+0.059035σ4
r + ξ, whereω is the acentric factor,ξ is a special correction for highly polar substances andσ is

the dimensionless dipole moment:

σr = 131.3
σ

(VcTc)1/2
(13)

Ωv is the collision integral, written:

Ωv = A(T∗)−B+Cexp(−DT∗)+Eexp(−FT∗) (14)

with T∗ = 1.2593/τ, A = 1.16145,B = 0.14874,C = 0.52487,D = 0.7732,E = 2.16178,F = 2.43787. The thermal

conductivityκ is obtained from:

κM′

w

µcv
=

3.75Ψ
cv/R

(15)

beingM′

w the molecular weight,cv the specific heat at constant volume,R the universal gas constant andΨ a coefficient

given by:

Ψ = 1+α
0.215+0.28288α−1.061β+0.26665Ξ

0.6366+βΞ+1.061αβ
(16)

with α = cv/ℜ−3/2,β = 0.7862−0.1709ω+1.3168ω2 andΞ = 2.0+10.5/τ2.

2.3 Turbulence models

Since typical Reynolds number for flows through turbine cascades are in the range 105-106, turbulence effects cannot be

neglected. The following simulations of turbulent dense gas flows are based on two working hypotheses. Firstly, the working

thermodynamic conditions in the turbine cascades are sufficiently far from the critical point of the selected fluids, so that

very huge variations of the fluid compressibility and specific heat can be neglected. In such a way, the density fluctuations

remain small and the turbulent structures are not heavily affected by dense gas effects. Secondly, the mean flow behavior

can be described by means of compressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations equipped with an eddy viscosity

turbulence model, at least for equilibrium boundary layers. Furthermore, it is possible to model the turbulent heat transfer

through a “turbulent Fourier law”, as it is of common practice for perfect gases, in which the turbulent thermal conductivity
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is computed by means of a turbulent Prandtl number, assumed constant andO(1) throughout the flows.

In this work, two turbulence models are considered: the simple algebraic model of Baldwin and Lomax [23] and the

one-equation Spalart-Allmaras [24] transport model.

2.4 Flow solver

The governing equations are discretized using a cell-centered finite volume scheme of third-order accuracy for structured

multi-block meshes, which allows the computation of flows governed by arbitrary EOS [25]. The scheme is obtained by

correcting the dispersive error of the classical second-order-accurate Jameson’s scheme [26]. To preserve the high accuracy

on non-Cartesian grids, the numerical fluxes are constructed by using weighted discretization formulas, which take into

account the mesh deformations [27]. This ensures to achievethird-order accuracy on moderately distorted meshes and

second-order accuracy at least on highly deformed mesh. Theequations are then integrated in time using a four-stage

Runge-Kutta scheme. Local time stepping, implicit residual smoothing and multi-grid acceleration are used in order todrive

the solution to the steady state. The accuracy of the numerical solver, already demonstrated in previous works [28,29],will

not be further investigated.

3 Numerical setup

The geometrical configurations under investigations are axial reaction turbines with a variable number of stages accord-

ing to the working fluid in use. The reaction degree is fixed to 0.5. The rotational speed is fixed at 3000 RPM to allow direct

coupling with the alternator. The same airfoil shapes are used for both stator and rotor wheels. The number of stages and

their relative average radius were calculated in the pre-design phase by taking into account the operating conditions (inlet

total conditions, mass flow and pressure ratio), as well as cost and system complexity considerations.

A three-stage turbine working with refrigerant R245fa was designed to work at subcritical nominal conditions, and

four-stage turbines, designed for supercritical nominal conditions, are used with fluids R134a and CO2. The turbine inlet

conditions were chosen in order to maximize the performanceof the ORC cycle, such as the heat recovery efficiency, the

surface area of the heat exchangers, the total thermal powerexchanged, and the available enthalpy fall in turbine. To check

the impact of different working fluids on the overall performance of a given turbine, the subcritical turbine was also testd

with R134a, and the supercritical one with R245fa. To this aim, the same reduced conditions were imposed at turbine inlet

for both fluids, while keeping the same expansion ratio for each turbine stage.

Numerical simulations were also carried out for a SRC using carbon dioxide as the working fluid. In the latter case, sub-

critical inlet conditions were not suitable, and thereforeonly fully supercritical conditions were tested. The idealexpansion

curves in theT − sdiagram are shown in Fig. 1, 2, 3. The different turbine configurations under investigation are described

in Tab. 2. The prefix SUB- and SUP- are used to indicate respectively subcritical and supercritical inlet nominal conditions.

The total expansion ratio for the SUPCO2 case is relatively low with respect to the other working fluids, due to its higher

critical pressure. Nevertheless, the higher pressure jumpthrough each stage ensures an enthalpy fall similar to the other

supercritical cases. Both inviscid and viscous simulations were performed for each case. Inviscid simulations only account
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for losses due to shock waves, but they represent a suitable model for a qualitative study of the impact of dense gas effects

on the computed flow fields. Then, viscous turbulent simulations are carried out to quantify viscous losses, and the impact

of viscous effects on the overall flow behaviour.

For inviscid simulations, each blade vane is discretized bymeans of a C-shaped grid composed by 384×48 cells (see

Fig. 4), with a first cell height of the order of 10−3 times the axial chord. For viscous computations, we use grids made of

384×64 cells with an averagey+ for near-wall cells of approximately 1. A grid refinement study is presented in the next

Section. Thanks to azimuthal periodicity, the computational domain is reduced to a single blade passage per wheel, with

periodicity conditions imposed at inter-blade boundaries. A mixing plane condition is imposed at stator/rotor interfaces.

Characteristic conditions based on the conservation of Riemann invariants are applied at the inlet and outlet boundaries. As

a common practice for turbomachines, the stagnation temperature and pressure, as well as the flow direction, are imposed

at turbine inlet. At the outlet, being the flow subsonic, onlystatic pressure is imposed, and all of the other quantities are

extrapolated from the inner cells. For viscous flows, an adiabatic wall conditions is applied along the blades, whereas a

no-slip wall condition based on second-order extrapolation of the pressure from the inner cells is used for inviscid flows.

3.1 Grid convergence study

To check independence of the numerical solution on the computational grid, a grid convergence study is carried out. For

brevity, hereafter we consider only case SUPR134a of Table 2, but similar results are obtained for the other cases. For this

case, all computational grids are made of eight C-shaped blocks, one for each blade included in the computational domain.

For inviscid computations, we consider a set of three grids of increasing density, such that individual C-blocks are formed

by 192×24, 384×48 and 768×96 cells for the coarser, the medium, and the finer grid, respectively. The height of the first

cell close to the wall is approximately 2×10−4, 10−4, and 5×10−5 times the axial chord, respectively.

First, we check the scheme convergence order following Roache’s method [30], based on Richardson extrapolation.

According to this method, considering three numerical solutions obtained on computational grids of increasing spacing with

constant grid refinement ratior, the actual order of convergence of the numerical solution to the exact one is given by

q=
ln
(

f3− f2
f2− f1

)

ln(r)

where f is a solution functional and indices 1,2,3 refers the the finest, medium and coarsest grid in use, respectively. The

functional chosen for the present computations is the isentropic efficiency. The computed order of convergence is foundto be

2.1, against a theoretical order of convergence of 3, the difference between the nominal and the actual order of convergence

being due both to grid deformations and to the presence of shocks in the numerical solution. Using the actual order of

convergence we computed the solution grid convergence index (CGI) on the finer and medium grid: this provides an estimate

of how far the numerical solution is from asymptotic convergence. Grid convergence indices of 0.48 and 0.15 have been

found for the medium and the finer grids, respectively, indicating that the solution is well within the asymptotic range already
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on the medium grid.

Fig. 5 shows typical wall distributions of the pressure (normalized with the inlet pressure) on the three computational

grids for the first stage rotor blade. It can be noticed that results obtained for the medium and finest grid are almost super-

posed. As a consequence, only the medium grid is used for the following inviscid computations.

In the viscous case we considered a set of two multiblock grids with a similar topology to that of the inviscid grids.

Individual C blocks around each blade are composed of 192× 32 and 384×64 cells, for the coarser and the finer grids,

respectively. The actual order of convergence is assumed tobe close, but slightly lower than that found in the inviscid case

because of the second-order discretization used for the viscous terms. Precisely, based on previous experience [15], we

assumeq = 2. By using this value, the grid convergence index on the medium grid is found to be 0.41, showing that the

solution on the medium grid is practically grid converged. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show wall distributions of the pressure and of

the friction coefficient, respectively, for case SUPR134a.Differences between the two grids are below 2% so that only the

medium grid is retained for the viscous computations presented in the following.

4 Numerical simulation results

In the following we discuss numerical results obtained for the different turbine configurations of Tab. 2 in terms of both

the overall characteristics of the flow fields generated through the machine and associated performance in terms of isentropic

efficiency, computed as the real-to-ideal static enthalpy drop ratio.

As a preliminary general consideration we notice that, for all configurations under investigation the flow is high subsonic

or transonic, so that shock waves are generated at upper surfaces of rotor blades for some turbine configurations and operating

conditions. However, these shocks remain relatively weak,and the associated entropy losses small, compared to viscous

losses.

To make that clear, stage efficiencies for the inviscid simulations are reported in Tab 3. Several considerations are in

order: (1) the higher efficiencies are obtained when using carbon dioxide as working fluid; (2) as a general trend, supercritical

turbines achieve higher efficiencies then subcritical turbines using the same working fluid; (3) for supercritical cases, stage

efficiencies increase moving downstream through the turbine, while the opposite behavior is obtained using the same fluid

with subcritical inlet conditions. This result is directlylinked to dense gas effects, as it will be explained later in detail.

Note that computed efficiencies are slightly lower than unity, even in cases for which the flow field is entirely shock-freeand

the flow is expected to be isentropic in the absence of viscouslosses; this is due to the errors introduced by the numerical

approximation of governing equations and boundary conditions.

Tables 4 and 5 present stage efficiencies obtained from viscous simulations based on the Baldwin-Lomax and the

Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, respectively. Results provided by the two models are quite similar, differences being

below 1%. Viscous effects contribute to the overall losses for a much more significant amount than wave losses, and actually

the computed isentropic efficiencies in the viscous case areabout 10 percentage points lower than in the inviscid one.

Nevertheless outside viscous boundary layers, which are thin and attached throughout the considered configurations, the

general aspect of the numerical solution is quite the same both for viscous and inviscid computations, which also explains
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strong similarities between solutions obtained by using the simple algebraic model of Baldwin and Lomax and the one

equation Spalart-Allmaras model.

To further investigate the role of the physical model in use on the predicted flow fields and turbine performance, we

focus for brevity on case SUPR134a, but similar considerations can be done for the other cases. Figs 8 and Fig. 9 show

respectively the pressure and skin friction distributionsalong first stage rotor blades provided by different models.The wall

pressure distributions provided by all models are fairly similar, showing that the main features of the flow are essentially

related to inviscid effects. The Baldwin-Lomax model predicts lower wall pressure and friction coefficient magnitude at the

blade suction side than Spalart-Allmaras, resulting in slightly higher isentropic efficiencies, but the results remain in very

good qualitative agreement, and quantitative difference are below 2.5% for the pressure distribution and below 8% for the

skin friction.

In the following we investigate in more detail the flow fields obtained for the different turbine configurations by means

of viscous simulations based on the Baldwin-Lomax model.

Figs 10, 11, 12 and 13, show respectively iso-contours of thestatic pressure, Fundamental Derivative of Gas Dynamics

Γ, relative Mach number M, and sound speed for case SUPR134a. The isocontoursM = 1 andΓ = 1 are highlighted by

dashed lines. Weak shock waves are created on the suction side of the rotor blades for all stages. The definition ofΓ given

in Eq. 1 implies that, for an almost isentropic transformation

da
a

= (Γ−1)
dρ
ρ

(17)

so that relative variations of the sound speed depend on relative variations of the density and onΓ. In the first stage the flow

is transcritical andΓ, above unity at turbine inlet, quickly decreases, achieving a minimum downstream of the shock created

in the first rotor. According to eq. (17) the speed of sound slightly decreases at the beginning of the expansion. Then, going

from the second to the last stage,Γ increases again, but remains always lower than unity; consequently the sound speed

increases as the expansion proceeds. Since flow velocity grows more slowly than the sound speed, the Mach number tends

to decrease going downstream and the shock strength tends toweaken. This effect is reflected by the stage efficiencies, that

from the first to the last stage, passing from 85.7 to 87.6 (seeTab. 4).

The expected impact of dense gas effects can be highlighted by examining the compressibility factor, defined asZ =

pv/RT, at the turbine inlet and outlet. This parameter is identically equal to unity for an ideal gas, and it takes lower values

as the thermodynamic behavior of the fluid departs from the ideal one. Compressibility factors for the different turbine

configurations are listed in Tab. 2 for each simulation. For case SUPR134a, the compressibility factor at the turbine inlet is

0.55, and grows across the expansion up to 0.85 at the outlet.This indicates that the flow through the supercritical turbine

undergoes stronger real gas effects at the beginning of the expansion, where the thermodynamic working conditions are

closer to the critical region. The fundamental derivative,indeed, exhibits the strongest variations precisely in thefirst stage,

where it reaches its minimum value, lower than one. Then, both the fundamental derivative and the compressibility factor
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increase again when the flow moves downstream and the thermodynamic behavior becomes closer to the ideal one in the last

stages.

For case SUPR245fa, results are shown in Figs 14, 16, and 15. The flow behaves similarly to case SUPR134a, but losses

are higher. In this case,Γ is lower than unity through the entire turbine, starting from the first stage stator: as a consequence,

the speed of sound always increases during the expansion. Dense gas effects are even stronger than case SUPR134a, because

the values ofΓ are globally lower, the minimum value being 0.75 against 0.82, and the maximum 1.05 against 1.1, as well as

the compressibility factor, which ranges between 0.46 and 0.78 for this case. However, due to the different thermodynamic

working conditions and the higher molecular weight (see Tab. 1), the speed of sound at the turbine inlet is significantly lower

with respect to case SUPR134a (110 m/s for SUPR245fa, 130 m/sfor SUPR134a), whereas flow speed is almost the same.

Thus, the flow Mach number is higher for this configuration andshocks are stronger, spite of the considerable increase of the

speed of sound through the expansion. This results in efficiencies roughly 5% lower than in the SUPR134a case.

For the subcritical configurations SUBR134a and SUBR245fa,the overall performance is lower than supercritical ones

using the same working fluids. Lower isentropic efficienciesare due to the fact that the computedΓ value is nearly constant

and close to unity. Results for the SUBR134a case are shown inFigs 20, 21, and 22. Only the first stage has a fundamental

derivative value lower than unity, with a minimum of 0.975: the sound speed slightly increases through this stage, and then it

remains approximately constant. Since the flow speed increases during the expansion, the Mach number and shock strength

increase when moving downstream. A quite similar behavior is obtained for SUBR245fa (not shown for brevity). The

compressibility factor values are comprised between 0.8 and 0.95, respectively at turbine inlet and outlet, demonstrating the

absence of significant real gas effects, except for the first turbine stage. Hence, in the subcritical turbine the aerodynamic

recovery effect due to the increase of the sound speed is lost, as well as the increase of the stage isentropic efficiencies,

tightly related to shock strength. Things are made even worst by the fact that the subcritical turbine is designed for three

stages instead of four; as a consequence, in spite of the lower overall pressure ratio, each stage processes a higher pressure

ratio with respect to the supercritical turbine.

Finally, the ORC turbines are compared to a turbine using supercritical CO2. Results for case SUPCO2 are shown

in Figs 17, 18, and 19. The flow exhibits a completely different behavior with respect to the turbines using refrigerant

fluids: it remains always subsonic and no shocks are formed. Being a light fluid, carbon dioxide has in fact a sound speed

approximately double than that of R134a and R245fa. Thus, even if Γ is everywhere higher than unity (close to the perfect

gas values at the turbine inlet) and the speed of sound decreases with fluid expansion, it is still high enough to prevent the

flow from becoming supersonic. The low significance of real gas effects for this case is confirmed by inspection of the

compressibility factor, which is almost constant and takesquite high values throughout the expansion. According to the

present numerical results, CO2 seems to be the most suitable working fluid to be employed in the ORC cycle under exam,

at least as far as isentropic efficiency of the turbine is the primary concern. Nevertheless, the choice of an optimal working

fluid for ORC turbines also involve other kinds of considerations, like economical and safety aspects. Supercritical CO2

cycles involve average pressures of the order of 80 bars (theinlet pressure being about 150 bars in this case), which increases

fabrication and installation costs. In addition, the high pressure drop per each stage, greater than 20 bars, could leadto
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significant leakage flows with respect to the refrigerant fluid turbines, which are of course not taken into account in the

present 2D simulations.

5 Conclusions

In this work, dense gas flows through supercritical multistage axial ORC turbines were investigated by means of an

in-house dense gas numerical solver using a high-order finite volume scheme and equipped with accurate multiparameter

equations of state based on Helmholtz free energy. Both inviscid and viscous simulations were performed in order to quantify

the relative impact of dense gas and viscous effects on the flow behavior and the overall performance.

Calculations were carried out for 3 different supercritical turbine configurations. Two subcritical ORC turbines em-

ploying the same working fluids were also studied for comparison. The selected working fluids were R134a, R245fa and

carbon dioxide, for each of which a state-of-the-art equation of state is available in the literature. Steady, two-dimensional

numerical simulations were carried out to evaluate entropylosses associated to shock wave formation and viscous friction in

the different cases. For viscous simulations, the Baldwin-Lomax and Spalart-Allmaras turbulence models were considered.

Viscous effects do not modify the qualitative flow behavior with respect to the inviscid case. The impact of viscous losses

on the isentropic efficiency is found to be almost fluid-indipendent, roughly constant in each stage and about 10 percentage

points lower with respect to inviscid simulations, which take into account only wave losses. Since the boundary layers remain

attached and there are no recirculation zones, both the considered turbulence models give quite similar results.

Comparisons between supercritical and subcritical configurations show that, for a given working fluid, the supercritical

configurations, characterised by stronger dense gas effects slowing down the increase of the Mach number during the ex-

pansion, exhibit weaker shocks, and thus achieve higher isentropic efficiencies. This confirms, for the present more realistic

configurations, results previously found in [15] and [12] for isolated airfoils and turbine cascades.

Moreover, comparisons between two candidate working fluidsfor a same turbine configuration show that refrigerant

R134a tends to provide a better performance than R245fa in terms of isentropic efficiency. This can again be explained by

the more favourable impact of dense gas effects on shock strength observed in R134a at the considered reduced conditions.

Finally, comparisons of turbine configurations employing the above mentioned refrigerants against a turbine using supercrit-

ical CO2 as the working fluid show that, due to its higher speed of sound, supercritical CO2 leads, for a similar pressure

ratio, to a fully subsonic flow instead of transonic flow observed for the ORC turbines (both for subcritical and supercritical

configurations). In this sense, CO2 provides an optimal fluid dynamic behavior in terms of wave losses. However, due to the

much higher average pressures involved in supercritical CO2 cycles, economic and safety aspects may prevail over efficiency

considerations.
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Table 1. Thermodynamic properties of selected working fluids

R134a R245fa CO2

pc (bar) 40.059 36.51 73.77

Tc (K) 374.21 427.16 304.13

ρc (kg/m3) 511.9 516.08 467.6

Mw (g/mol) 102.03 134.05 44.01

ω 0.3268 0.3776 0.2239

Table 2. Summary of the considered turbine configurations

Parameters SUBR134a SUBR245fa SUPR134a SUPR245fa SUPCO2

p0 (bar) 10.4 9.5 47.1 46.9 150.5

T0 (K) 315.51 370.15 396.57 450.43 416.21

Stages 3 3 4 4 4

Zc,in 0.80 0.82 0.55 0.46 0.79

Zc,out 0.92 0.95 0.85 0.78 0.77

Pressure ratio 6.16 6.16 7.09 7.09 2.33

Table 3. Turbine stage efficiencies for the inviscid model

Stage SUBR134a SUBR245fa SUPR134a SUPR245fa SUPCO2

1 95.1 92.5 94.6 91.1 98.7

2 94.0 89.6 95.8 92.0 98.3

3 92.9 88.4 95.9 92.4 99.9

4 - - 98.4 93.6 99.1

Table 4. Turbine stage efficiencies for the B-L model

Stage SUBR134a SUBR245fa SUPR134a SUPR245fa SUPCO2

1 84.2 78.5 85.7 82.0 89.7

2 84.0 78.4 86.2 82.2 89.9

3 83.9 77.3 86.9 82.6 90.0

4 - - 87.6 83.0 90.1
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Table 5. Turbine stage efficiencies for the S-A model

Stage SUBR134a SUBR245fa SUPR134a SUPR245fa SUPCO2

1 84.1 80.6 84.7 82.0 89.6

2 83.9 78.8 86.0 82.1 89.8

3 83.4 76.2 86.2 82.2 89.9

4 - - 87.5 82.3 90.0
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Figure 1. Ideal expansion curve for CO2
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Figure 2. Ideal expansion curves for R134a
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Figure 3. Ideal expansion curves for R245fa

Figure 4. View of the computational grid (384 x 48 cells)
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Figure 5. Wall pressure distributions on different grids for case SUPR134a (inviscid simulations)
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Figure 6. Wall pressure distributions on different grids for case SUPR134a (viscous simulations, Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model)
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Figure 7. Skin friction coefficient distributions on different grids for case SUPR134a (Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model)
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Figure 8. Wall pressure distributions for case SUPR134a (viscous simulations). Effect of the turbulence model
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Figure 9. Skin friction distributions for case SUPR134a (viscous simulations). Effect of the turbulence model

Figure 10. Pressure evolution for SUPR134a case

Figure 11. Fundamental Derivative of gas dynamics for SUPR134a case
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Figure 12. Speed of sound for SUPR134a case

Figure 13. Mach number for SUPR134a case

Figure 14. Fundamental Derivative of gas dynamics for SUPR245fa case
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Figure 15. Speed of sound for SUPR245fa case

Figure 16. Mach number for SUPR245fa case

Figure 17. Fundamental Derivative of gas dynamics for SUPCO2 case
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Figure 18. Speed of sound for SUPCO2 case

Figure 19. Mach number for SUPCO2 case

Figure 20. Fundamental Derivative of gas dynamics for SUBR134a case
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Figure 21. Speed of sound for SUBR134a case

Figure 22. Mach Number for SUBR134a case
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